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Abstract— Extraordinary large datasets of high performance 

computing applications require improvement in existing 

storage and retrieval mechanisms. Moreover, enlargement of 

the gap between processing and I/O operations’ throughput 

will bound the system performance to storage and retrieval 

operations and remarkably reduce the general performance 

of high performance computing clusters. File replication 

may be a thanks to improve the performance of I/O 

operations and increase network utilization by storing 

several copies of each file. Furthermore, this will lead to a 

more reliable and fault- tolerant storage cluster. In order to 

improve the response time of I/O operations, we have 

proposed a mechanism that estimates the required number of 

replicas for each file based on its popularity. Besides that, 

the remaining space of storage cluster is taken into account 

within the evaluation of replication factors and therefore the 

number of replicas is tailored to the storage state. We have 

implemented the proposed mechanism using HDFS and 

evaluated it using Map Reduce framework. Evaluation 

results prove its capability to enhance the reaction time of 

read operations and increase network utilization. 

Consequently, this mechanism reduces the general reaction 

time of read operations by considering files’ popularity in 

replication process and adapts the replication factor to the 

cluster state. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

(Search engines, genetic simulation programs, and 

seismography tools are examples of computational 

applications that require high performance storage and 

retrieval mechanisms to process large datasets. As a result, 

various storage and retrieval mechanisms have been 

introduced in order to improve different aspects of system 

performance such as reliability and extendibility [1]. 

Data replication is a well-known mechanism to 

overcome limitations of computational environments and 

achieve higher I/O performance [2]. Illustrating that, Grid 

and Cloud computing are among many distributed 

computing environments experiencing shortage of network 

and storage bandwidth which can be avoided by efficient 

data replication [3]. Moreover, it will lead to more reliable 

and extensible storage systems, increase system fault 

tolerance against failures, and improve network utilization 

[4]. It can also avoid data transmission bottlenecks by 

reducing the response time of I/O operations. Increasing the 

number of replicas can improve the overall I/O performance 

by using storage capacity and network bandwidth of several 

nodes instead on relying on a single computational node [5]. 

In order to improve the I/O operations response time in high 

performance computing clusters, we have proposed a 

dynamic mechanism that estimates the replication factor of 

each file based on its popularity and cluster’s storage state. 

Therefore, this mechanism considers some aspects of the 

execution state of storage cluster in determining the 

appropriate number of replicas for each file. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

In the field of knowledge storage and retrieval, replication is 

performed to enhance different aspects of system 

performance like reliability, reaction time, power 

consumption and network traffic 

[6] [7] [8] [9]. due to the variability of application 

domains, various replication methods are proposed to deal 

with different characteristics of system performance. As a 

rule of thumb, replication mechanisms are often classified 

into dynamic and static methods [10]. Static methods don't 

consider file status, e.g., the amount of readers and writers 

of every file, and perform during a predefined manner. As a 

result, some files may experience shortage of replicas while 

others exceed their required number of replicas. 

On the opposite hand, dynamic methods estimate 

the specified number of replicas for every file supported its 

status [10]. so as to scale back the access latency, data 

blocks are often replicated across the hard disc consistent 

with their access pattern which is an example of dynamic 

replication methods [8]. As a matter of fact, proposed 

dynamic replication mechanisms are often classified into 

local and global methods. In high performance storage 

clusters and computing environments, local methods aren't 

ready to satisfy performance requirements and global 

replication methods must be wont to fulfill these demands 

[11] 

An adaptive replication mechanism has been 

proposed in [12] which uses AI methods to estimate file 

replication factor. This mechanism performs replication in 

two phases and considers handful parameters like read and 

write frequencies and inter- node communication costs 

during this way. within the initiative, replication is 

performed once the variations of read and write frequencies 

reduce to a predefined threshold. then, the amount of 

replicas of every file are going to be increased or decreased 

supported the changes of its access pattern. Despite the 

performed optimizations to scale back the computational 

overhead, this mechanism isn't an appropriate candidate for 

top performance computing environments thanks to its high 

processing requirements and expensive initialization phase. 

additionally, replication factor updates are restricted to the 

changes of read and write frequencies and execution state of 

the storage cluster isn't considered during this manner [12]. 

Another replication mechanism has been proposed in [6] 

that considers system file missing rate and system bytes 

missing rate so as to enhance system reliability. one among 
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the foremost important features of this mechanism is that the 

consideration of remaining space for storing in calculating 

file replication factors. The greedy replication algorithm of 

this mechanism performs replication to realize higher 

reliability levels and doesn't make any assumptions about 

improving I/O reaction time. 

By extending the amount of considered parameters 

effecting files replication factor, [15] provides a far better 

adaptation to files access pattern than previous works. This 

mechanism continuously stores changes of several 

parameters including timestamp, path, access type, I/O size, 

time period of each access, and destination hostname during 

a database which is employed to estimate the right 

replication factor for every file. Furthermore, it selects hosts 

to store new replicas supported their future estimated 

throughput so as to ensure that the majority of the I/O 

operations will perform during a defined time. a bit like the 

one in [13], this mechanism requires access history of files. 

Moreover, it doesn't consider access locality in replica 

distribution. 

Preserving the consistency of replicas is another 

important issue in file replication. ORCS and DMS, that are 

proposed in [16] and keeps all replicas of a file consistent 

once its contents change, are among various mechanisms 

introduced to preserve replicas consistency. DMS is 

proposed to adapt data location to user requests and reduce 

the space between reader nodes and data replicas. 

additionally, ORCS and DMS consider available space for 

storing of every host in estimating replication factor. so as to 

collect required information, they use monitoring tools like 

NWS and Ganglia and store this information during a 

database. together of its main advantages, this mechanism 

takes under consideration the access locality in file 

replication. 

Our proposed mechanism is meant to enhance 

reaction time of read operations without storing any 

historical data about files access patterns. Moreover, it 

requires less computational power compared with other 

replication mechanisms that use AI methods or access 

profiling. As a results of limiting allowed file operations to 

read, write and delete, replica consistency issues aren't 

considered within the design of this mechanism. 

III. PROPOSED MECHANISM 

In order to style the proposed mechanism, we've considered 

several facts and assumptions about high performance 

computing clusters. a number of them are mainly thanks to 

the character of high-performance computing environments 

while the others relate to HDFS which is employed because 

the implementation platform [17]. Our considered 

assumptions are as follows: 

− Every file is stored as a series of knowledge blocks with 

a predefined size. 

− Read, write, and delete are the sole allowed I/O 

operations on every data block. 

− It isn't possible to vary the contents of any data block 

after its creation. Moreover, just one user can write of a 

knowledge block at a time. 

− Data blocks are usually shared among several 

computational nodes during a storage cluster. 

− Assuming the above points, which are the essential 

design considerations of HDFS, we will leave the info 

consistency issues behind and specialise in the most 

problem. Furthermore, existing locking and access 

control mechanisms of HDFS can lookout of 

knowledge blocks consistency issues and supply the 

proposed mechanism with a uniform replication facility. 

the subsequent list contains the considered facts in 

design of the proposed mechanism: 

− Any computational node is running many tasks 

simultaneously at any given time. 

− We have a limited storage capacity in any storage 

cluster that ought to be fairly shared among all stored 

files. 

− Because of the good number of knowledge blocks 

during a storage cluster, storing access history of those 

blocks isn't feasible. Moreover, if these access histories 

are being stored, many processing power should be 

dedicated to management and maintenance of this 

information. 

Considering the above items, it are often inferred 

that behavior of the proposed mechanism must be adapted to 

the present state of storage cluster. This adaptation is 

performed by changing the amount of replicas of every file 

supported the remaining space for storing of cluster. Besides 

that, shared access to network bandwidth and storage media 

should be considered so as to avoid performance downgrade 

thanks to resource overload. 

With regards to those considerations, we've 

proposed a mechanism to estimate the amount of replicas for 

every file supported its popularity and therefore the 

remaining space for storing of cluster. Next, the architecture 

of this mechanism is discussed. then, its behavior is 

introduced in additional detail 

IV. ARCHITECTURE 

 
In this mechanism, two agents are liable for estimating 

replication factor and performing file replication. RFEA 

estimates the specified number of replicas for every file and 

RFSA adapts this number to the remaining space for storing 

of cluster. These agents use the APIs provided by HDFS to 

vary replication factors and monitor files access pattern and 

cluster storage state. for instance, set Replication and get 

Replication are wont to get the present replication factor of a 

file and alter it [18]. Modular design of this mechanism and 
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therefore the interconnections between RFEA and RFSA are 

illustrated in Fig. 1. 

V. EVALUATION 

Considering the assumptions mentioned in section III, we've 

measured the proposed mechanism in terms of reaction time 

and skim operations performance. Once a file becomes 

under-replicated or a replacement data block goes to be 

written, HDFS constructs a pipeline to perform replication 

during a distributed manner. As a result, the more number of 

replicas results in less replication time just in case of 

replicating existing data blocks. Moreover, the contents of 

knowledge blocks are immutable and don't change after its 

creation. Therefore, we've not evaluated how the proposed 

mechanism might affect the performance of write operations 

during a storage cluster. 

In order to perform the evaluation, a Map Reduce 

job has been employed which calculates the average 

temperature and maximum temperature of every year [20]. 

This job is provided with an input file with the size of 10.13 

GB containing NCDC climate data of the years 1937 to 

2009. This job breaks down to 162 map tasks and a reduce 

task running on a Hadoop cluster. We have evaluated the 

execution time and I/O performance of this job in the 

presence of our proposed mechanism and a static replication 

mechanism, when the replication factor is equal to 3, and in 

the absence of any replication mechanism 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In storage clusters, data replication is performed to improve 

various aspects of system performance such as response 

time and reliability. Our proposed mechanism estimates the 

proper number of replicas for each file based on files’ 

popularity and the overall remaining storage space in order 

to reduce the response time of read operations in HPC 

clusters. Using Hadoop as the implementation platform, 

several assumptions have been considered in designing the 

proposed mechanism along with general facts of high 

performance computing environments. These facts and 

assumptions are listed in section III.  

 
Fig. 4: Average execution time of the MapReduce job. 
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